‘Stream for the Team’ social media prize draw terms and conditions
1. The Manchester 2021 World Para Powerlifting World Cup (PPWC) social media photo
prize draw is open to everyone in the UK aged 18 and over. The entrants must share a
picture of themselves and/or others watching the live stream of the PPWC /cheering on
the athletes from home.
2. Images must be shared using hashtag #StreamForTheTeam via Facebook, Instagram or
Twitter.
3. Employees of British Weight Lifting (BWL) and their immediate families, and agencies
connected with the event are excluded from entering.
4. The competition is limited to one entry per person and one winner will be selected. The
winner will be chosen at random by a representative of Conker Communications, the
PPWC marketing and communications agency.
5. The winners of the competition will be notified on social media. BWL reserves the right to
select an alternative winner, in the event of reasonable efforts to contact the original
winner being unsuccessful.
6. The prize awarded to the winner will be a personalised online coaching session from a
Great Britain para powerlifting team coach, a Pulseroll 3 in 1 water bottle and a Pulseroll
vibrating massage ball. No cash or other alternative prizes are available, and the prize is
not transferable.
7. By entering, sharing images and tagging BWL, you are granting BWL the rights to use
your image for sharing on its social media channels, without remuneration.
8. The winner agrees not to sell, offer to sell or use the prize for any commercial or
promotional purpose (including placing the prize on an internet auction site).
9. The name and photograph of the winner may be used by BWL for post-event publicity
purposes. The winner agrees to comply with a reasonable request to provide a photo of
themselves with their prize and to allow BWL to use their name and likeness for
advertising and publicity purposes without additional remuneration.
10. BWL reserves the right to withdraw or deactivate the competition for any reason at any
time.
11. The set closing date for this promotion is 11:59pm on Sunday 28 March 2021. This may
be altered by BWL at any time.
12. The competition is in no way endorsed by Facebook, Twitter, Instagram or any of their
partners.
13. Entry implies acceptance of these terms and conditions.

